ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
ANNUAL DIVERSITY STUDENT OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2018

Sponsors: Office of Diversity Enhancement and Graduate Division of Biomedical Sciences

AGENDA

10:00  Registration
Forchheimer Building – Robbins Auditorium
1300 Morris Park Avenue, Bronx, New York 10461

10:45  Welcome
Irene Blanco, MD, MS
Associate Dean, Diversity Enhancement, Einstein Faculty

❖ Overview of Diversity Open House Activities
Nilda I. Soto, MS Ed
Assistant Dean, Diversity Enhancement

❖ PhD and MD/PhD Admission Process
Victoria Freedman, PhD
Associate Dean, Graduate Programs in Biomedical Sciences

❖ Medical School Admission Process
Siobhan Dolan, MD, MPH
Chair, Albert Einstein College of Medical Admission Committee
Professor, Department Obstetrics’ & Gynecology & Women’s Health

❖ Question and Answer Period

12:00  Tour of campus by students enrolled in the medical school and graduate division.

12:45  Lunch – Forchheimer Building, Lower Level Education Center
Informal small group interaction with Einstein students

1:30  Participants select between medical school – MD presentation and Graduate Biomedical Science – PhD & MD/PhD presentation

MD presentation will be held in Lower Level Education Center, Forchheimer
PhD and MD/PhD will be held in LeFrak Auditorium, Price Center 1st Floor

❖ MD Presentation
  o Damien Jackson, MS
    Director, Student Finance
  o Special Programs Affiliated with Einstein:
    ▪ Lynne Holden, MD
      Mentoring in Medicine Program
    ▪ Nilda I. Soto, MS Ed will provide an overview on:
      ▪ Hispanic Center of Excellence’s Summer Undergraduate Mentorship Program, SUMP
      ▪ Montefiore Health Opportunities Program, Monte-HOP
      ▪ Diversity Student Summer Research Opportunity Program

❖ PhD and MD/PhD Presentation
  o Graduate students will discuss their research

2:30  Open Discussion – Questions and Answers will follow each format
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